ADVERTISING EXECUTIVE

Carroll County Newspapers in Berryville, AR is seeking an experienced print advertising representative to assume the accounts and territory in this community of 6000 plus people with more than 300 local businesses. With creativity and marketing expertise, you can earn an unlimited income. Base salary is $25,000 with potential commissions of equal or greater value. If you have discipline, customer focus, and work intensity, the potential earnings are $40,000 plus. This is a full time position with a comprehensive benefits package including: Medical, Dental, 401 K, Holidays, Paid Days Off, Flexible Spending Account or Health Savings Account. Please send reply to Bob Moore at b.moore@cox-internet.com or mail to Bob Moore, Publisher Carroll County Newspapers P.O. Box 232 Berryville, AR 72616 (2)

REPORTER

The Madison County Record, in Huntsville, Arkansas, is looking for a full-time entry-level general assignment reporter to cover government meetings, community events, breaking news stories and Covid-19's effects on the county. The Madison County Record is an award-winning 140-year-old weekly, county newspaper located near the growing and vibrant Fayetteville and Springdale areas in beautiful Northwest Arkansas. This position is also responsible for maintaining our community calendars and using InDesign to paginate the classified and obituary sections of our paper. Preferred qualifications include a journalism degree or equivalent experience in journalism or related field, writing, editing and reporting experience, solid news judgment, as well as a natural curiosity and a passion for news and its benefits to local communities. This position is full-time, with some nights and weekends required to cover government meetings, breaking news stories or community events. Experience with photography and Adobe products is preferred. We offer some benefits, vacation pay and a flexible, caring work environment. Please email two or three writing clips and resume to ekreth@mcrecordonline.com. (3)

PUBLISHER

Emmerich Newspapers is looking for a dynamic publisher for its weekly newspaper and ground-breaking 24/7 website in Columbia, Mississippi. We are investing heavily in our proprietary, state-of-the-art local news and social media platform. We need a strong seller, leader, manager, and newshound to make it happen. We believe our digital/print hybrid model will yield significant growth. Ideal candidate knows the business from both sides of the fence, is able to drive revenue and profit, along with producing quality products – this is not a “desk job.” Solid editorial, computer, and advertising skills are major pluses. Additional talents in business, advertising, editorial, leadership, research, problem-solving, strategic planning, negotiation, customer service, management, and teamwork are all wonderful traits. If you have the drive, but may be lacking a few tools in your skill set, we do train. Publisher is also expected to be an active and integral member of the community. Medical 401(k), & other benefits. We are aggressive in compensation for the right person. Our bonus model allows high achievers to double their substantial base salary. This is a great opportunity for a high-energy individual willing to work hard and make a lot of money. Send letter of interest, resume, and professional references to Dan W. Strack, COO, Emmerich Newspapers, at strack@emmerichnewspapers.com. (3)